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ASTRONEU StationsASTRONEU Stations

Detection of EAS with particle detectors and radio detection of EAS

The ASTRONEU EAS array stations consist of

 3 HELYCON scintillator detectors (~30m spacing)

 1 CODALEMA antenna (within the detectors triangle)

 Power system, control and monitor system

 Acquisition system triggered by the 3-fold coincidence of the signals of the 
detectors, the antenna is triggered by the detectors acquisition system
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HELYCON Scintillator detectorsHELYCON Scintillator detectors

HELYCON scintillator detectors
 Scintillation material Protvino SC-301 contains 2% pTP (p-

terphenil) and POPOP
 Wavelength shifting optical fibers Bicron BCF91-A
 Photomultiplier Photonis XP1912 (typical signal @ 1MIP 

~2pC, ~5mV)
 High voltage provided by EMCO CA20N module powered 

externally with 12V 
 Control (PMT high voltage) and monitor (PMT high voltage 

and temperature) through NI-USB Digital/Analog IO device
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CODALEMA AntennasCODALEMA Antennas

Codalema Antennas
 Triggered externally by the 3 detector station (self 

trigger and periodic, automatic trigger also available, e.g. 
for noise measurements)

 The signal is filtered (FM cut) and amplified by a LNA 
 The signal is digitized (1GS/s), 2.56μs buffer, trigger 

around the middle of the buffer
 Digitized signals, trigger and GPS information are 

combined and sent to the PC board (for storing and 
transmission)

Lilian Martin talk
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Power, Control and monitor systemPower, Control and monitor system

 Antennas powered with 220V, controlled and 
monitored through remote connection

 12V power supply for the detectors
 2 NI-USB 6008 for controlling the PMTs' high 

voltages and monitoring the high voltages and 
the temperature of the detectors

 Computer hosting the data acquisition 
software and the detectors control and 
monitor software

 All cabling (power, control and monitor, 
signals, network) within plastic tubes and 
burried
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Data AcquisitionData Acquisition
QuarknetQuarknet

Detectors data acquisition with the Quarknet card based on the Time over 
Threshold technique
 4 input channels
 10x amplification of the input signals
 Performs time tagging of the crossings of the pulses with one adjustable 

threshold (set through the acquisition software)
 Time resolution 1.25ns
 Adjustable trigger criteria (majority, time window)
 NIM trigger out signal
 USB connection to hosting computer
 External GPS receiver provides the 

absolute time of the event

Designed at Fermilab 
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DataData  AcquisitionAcquisition
QuarknetQuarknet

Quarknet card acquisition software developed in LabVIEW 
 Set acquisition parameters (majority, threshold level for each input channel, 

coincidence window)
 Monitor acquisition (counters, rates, time)
  Monitor status registers and 

environmental sensors values

(temperature, barometric 

pressure)
 Event data (timing of the 

threshold crossings, GPS data)

packed and saved
 Periodically saves the status

registers and environmental 

sensors values
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Data AcquisitionData Acquisition
Time over ThresholdTime over Threshold

 

            

Time-tagging of the leading and trailing edge of the PMT signal above a certain threshold
 Use of adjustable threshold comparators
 Significantly reduced amount of data to save
 Simple electronics, low power consumption, high reliability

Quarknet DAQ card utilizes 1 
threshold

t1 used for the timing of the pulses

- but bias of the timing of the pulses 
depending on the pulse height (slewing)

tot can be used for the estimation of 
the pulse height and the charge of 
the pulses

t
1
                         t

2

tot = t
2
 – t

1
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Quarknet card calibrationQuarknet card calibration
ThresholdsThresholds

Data acquisition with the Quarknet card and a high sampling rate oscilloscope 
recording EAS pulses with 3 HELYCON detectors
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Quarknet card calibrationQuarknet card calibration
ThresholdsThresholds

Data acquisition with the Quarknet card and a high sampling rate oscilloscope 
recording EAS pulses with 3 HELYCON detectors
 Calculation of the ToT values at various 

thresholds from the oscilloscope data
 Calculation of the difference of the ToT

values calculated from the oscilloscope

data and the ToT values recorded with

the Quarknet card
 Determine the actual threshold values 

for each channel

Quarknet 6827

CH1

CH2

CH3
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Quarknet card calibrationQuarknet card calibration
Timing resolutionTiming resolution

Employing data acquired with 
the Quarknet card and a high 
sampling rate oscilloscope (5GS/s 
- 0.2ns/pt)
 Difference of the times of the 

leading edge of the pulses 
recorded with the oscilloscope 
and the time value of the leading 
edge of the pulse recorded by 
the Quarknet card

 Quarknet leading edge timing 
resolution ~0.9ns
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Quarknet card calibrationQuarknet card calibration
ToT resolutionToT resolution

Employing data acquired with 
the Quarknet card and a high 
sampling rate oscilloscope (5GS/s 
- 0.2ns/pt)
 Difference of the ToT values of 

the pulses recorded with the 
oscilloscope and the ToT values 
of the pulses calculated from the 
Quarknet card data

 Quarknet ToT resolution ~1.3ns
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Two stations next to each otherTwo stations next to each other

Showers data have been acquired from 2 stations placed by each other, using 
high sampling rate oscilloscopes (5GS/s → 0.2ns/pt) 

These data have been used, to evaluate the performance of the detector 
stations, but also to evaluate the use of the Time over Threshold technique in 
reconstructing the pulse characteristics
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Two stations next to each otherTwo stations next to each other

Showers data have been acquired from 2 stations placed by each other, using 
high sampling rate oscilloscopes (5GS/s → 0.2ns/pt) 

Pulse height vs Charge
 Detector 1 is the lowest
 The points are parallel shifted by 35mV 

per detector

 Black: Trigger at 3-fold coincidence of 

detectors 1, 2, 3 at 10mV
 Red: Trigger at 6-fold coincidence of all 

six detectors at 10mV
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PulsesPulses  characteristicscharacteristics vs ToT vs ToT

Pulse Amplitude and Charge vs ToT (measured at 9mV threshold)
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PulsesPulses  characteristicscharacteristics vs ToT vs ToT

Pulse Amplitude and Charge vs ToT (measured at 5mV and 9mV threshold)
 Measuring ToT at higher thresholds improves the charge and pulse height resolution
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PulsesPulses  characteristicscharacteristics vs ToT vs ToT

Slewing vs ToT (timing systematic error depending on the pulse height)
 Small pulses exhibit high slewing 

values and thus have a large 

systematic error in their timing 
 Slewing is zero for higher pulses

Slewing estimation error also

parametrized versus the ToT values
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Summary andSummary and Outlook Outlook

 

            

 2 stations have already been installed and registering events at the HOU campus, 
while a 3rd one is currently underway, a 4th one is operating within the Physics 
Lab of HOU 

 Fully digitized data have been acquired, as well as Quarknet data
 Detectors operational parameters have been defined and 
 the analysis indicates that all scintillator detectors exhibit the same signal 

characteristics   
 The Quarknet cards have been calibrated, and
 the Time-over-threshold for the digitization of the detectors signals has been 

evaluated exhibiting good resolution in reconstructing the pulse characteristics
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